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Are you having trouble making sales?

Why aren›t your marketing campaigns 
converting?

Not sure why your marketing is failing.

Chances are, you are doing it wrong.

Lead generation is one of the toughest tasks businesses face.

In fact, 61% of marketers claimed that generating traffic and leads is their most challenging task.

However, there is some good news. You›ll succeed if you get lead generation correctly.

You’ll have a consistent flow of leads and, eventually, customers.

#winning

Don’t waste your marketing cash, time, and effort trying to convert the wrong individuals.

In this guide, we›ll go over the top tactics marketers should use to boost leads and income.

So, what makes a top-of-the-line lead generation engine? 

First, lets define the term lead generation.

Delivered
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Here’s the thing:

Introduction
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A lead is a potential client. As we’ve discussed, whoever you call a lead depends on your sector, 
company, and ideal customer.

A lead is someone who:  

- Subscribes to your email newsletter 
- Visits your websites
- Downloads a white paper or case study
- Requests a demo of your tool 
- Contacts an SDR 
- Views your price page on your website

There are several types of leads as well. A highly qualified lead, for example, is someone who 
has demonstrated a strong desire to buy, such as someone who signs up for a demo.

Less-qualified leads are people that download a buyer’s guide early in the buying process. 
They’re still looking into it.
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What exactly is a lead?

What is lead generation? 

It’s the process of attracting and converting people interested in your product or service. 
The first step in lead generation is determining what qualifies to be a lead for your 
company.
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A lead is a prospective customer who you 
must qualify before he becomes a 
prospect. 
A prospect is a member of your target 
audience who is close to converting.

This distinction is vital because leads and 
prospects are treated differently; a lead 
may want more information to grasp the 
significance of what you have to give, but a 
prospect must 
comprehend why your solution is perfect 
for them.   
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What is the difference between a prospect and a lead?? 
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It’s critical for your business to define leads

It’s critical for your business to define leads
Because not all firms provide the same type of product or service, target the same customer, or 
have the same sales process, not all companies define leads the same way.

Our leads at AI bees, for example, are marketers, sales executives, C-Suite executives from SMBs 
and B2B companies eager to convert website traffic into leads.

A company selling workout pants may describe a lead as someone who likes their Facebook post 
and falls inside their target demographic.

On the other hand, one Facebook like will not be an ideal lead if you sell enterprise software. 
Someone on your email list who interacts with your LinkedIn posts and has looked at your pricing 
page would be ideal.

As a result, defining leads is critical to a successful lead-generating process. It›s time to qualify 
your leads after determining what a lead is for your business.
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Ensure a lead fits within the BANT (budget, authority, need, timeline) structure.

This framework guarantees the following:  

- Have a budget set up for your solution 
- Have the power to determine purchasing decisions
- Require what you provide
- Plan to buy soon

Qualifying a lead aims to identify those who are most likely to convert. Therefore 
you’ll want to see if a lead fits into your target demographic and where they are 
in the purchase process.
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What is the best way to qualify a lead?

Lead qualification

Lead qualification helps sales and marketing teams save time and money by focusing 
on only the leads most likely to convert. How you qualify leads is determined by your 
industry, target customer, and the services or products you offer.
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Offer
Downloadable

Resources

Downloadable assets like a white paper or checklist are great for collecting leads, but you may 
also use them to qualify prospects.

Ask what company they work for, their position, and their organization’s size instead of asking 
for an email address. This allows you to determine whether they are appropriate for your target 
demographic, are in the correct area, and so on.

Request the following information from leads:

• name
• email
• firm name
• country
• annual revenue
• job title
• phone number

All of this data will help you separate qualified leads from tire kickers.

Wait, wasn’t it supposed to be preferable to keep forms short?

If you’re collecting leads, keep forms short to avoid being overwhelmed. However, these
resources, such as white papers, aren’t just to collect as many leads as possible; it’s to
focus on the most qualified leads. The additional form options will help you filter leads
and discourage those who aren’t in your target demographic.
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Methods of qualifying leads

Here are some strategies for qualifying leads.
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Before speaking with leads one-on-one, you 
should have qualifying information on hand. 
However, you may need to talk with leads 
directly to ensure that they match your 
needs.

Employ a demo process as part of the lead 
qualifying process. Your salesperson can 
ask questions as they walk a lead through 
your product or solution to see whether 
they meet your ideal client profile and are 
ready to buy soon.
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Methods of qualifying leads

Ask questions during the demo or sales process

?
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The process of generating leads

The process of generating leads
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This is one of the most critical processes in the 
sales process since you need to find people
interested in your offer before you can close 
deals. What does it mean, and how do you go 
about doing it?

We’ll go over every step of the lead generation 
process.

The lead generation funnel has three steps, 
similar to a sales funnel. Each stage passes the 
most qualified leads forward to the next stage 
while disqualifying the rest.

The lead generation funnel
is divided into three stages:

1. TOFU (top of the funnel) 

It’s like going on a first date. You’re still 
getting to know the main person and 
aren’t concerned with whether or not 
they’re marriage material. You want 
to collect as many leads as possible 
instead. For instance, invite site visitors 
to subscribe to your email newsletter.

2. MOFU (middle of the funnel)

You’re getting to know your leads a 
little better, but they’re still not fully 
qualified. (If we’re sticking with the 
dating example, say a second or third 
date.) For instance, you could provide 
content about how you assist with the 
sales process to site users who have 
expressed an interest in sales.

1. BOFU (bottom of the funnel) 

Now is the time to put a ring on it. 
You’ve determined who the lead is and 
what they want, and you’re ready to 
close the deal.Each level of the lead 
generation funnel excludes leads who 
aren’t a suitable fit while advancing 
qualified leads to the next. Why would 
I want to rule leads out? Isn’t it better 
to have more leads? When it comes to 
leads, quantity isn’t as important as 
quality. You’ll have more time to nur-
ture those leads who are more likely to 
sign a deal if you screen your leads (by 
disqualifying some).

3.
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The process of generating leads

Why is content so important in the 
lead creation process?
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Consider the last time you 
faced a challenge. Perhaps 
you were seeking for the 
name of a favorite star, a 
simple technique to transfer 
blog entries from Google 
Drive to WordPress, or an 
explanation for why your car 
window keeps falling.

What did you do?
Like most people, you go to Google when you have a problem.
Your potential clients are doing the same thing.
When people ask queries about your business or the problem you solve, 
a solid content marketing plan helps your company website appear.

Here are some more reasons why a solid content marketing strategy is critical for lead generation:

      The B2B sales cycle is lengthy

Content educates leads before they contact you, saving you time and allowing you to snag leads 
earlier in the funnel.

       Increases trust

In-depth, high-quality content demonstrates to prospects that you know what you’re talking about 
and that you’re the best firm to address their problems.

      You can use it as a lead magnet

Most leads give their email address in exchange for access to valuable material.

However, any old content will not suffice for lead generation.

To use content effectively in the lead generation process, you must focus on producing high-
quality content that answers leads’ queries, gives them the knowledge they need to make a
decision, and promotes your brand as an industry leader.

Target all of your ideal client profiles in your content.
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Here’s how to generate leads

Here’s how to generate leads

Create an appealing offer
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Let’s look at some lead-generating tactics that your marketing team can use now that we’ve
covered the basics.

Remember that not all lead generation tactics are appropriate for every organization.
Concentrate on developing methods that add value to your clients and naturally emphasize your 
solutions.

You must demonstrate or provide something intriguing to people who could be interested in doing 
business with you to attract them. Even if the offer is excellent, they may be dubious because they 
are unfamiliar with you.

The key to success here is to devise a strategy that will assist you in developing positive
relationships before considering doing business.
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Use the Aspect of Scarcity

Use the Aspect of Scarcity
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If you consider the supply and demand principle, you’ll see that when supply is limited, demand 
rises. Scarcity has a psychological effect on us, increasing our need for something if there isn’t 
enough of it. Scarcity is essential because it fosters a sense of urgency by instilling the dread of 
scarcity.

Limited-Time Deals

In the scarcity category, limited-time deals are among the most popular. Consider a typical
automobile dealership.

Almost every commercial is a limited-time offer. “Get 0% financing before it’s too late!”

Limited Quantity Offers

When there is a restricted supply of something, it becomes more distinct or exclusive. Limited 
supply offers have beaten limited-time offers in various research. Why?

Because it’s difficult to predict when a limited-quantity offer will become unavailable, a time-
based offer has a set expiration date. Limited-quantity offers are excellent for encouraging
individuals to say “yes” to your offer and fully avoiding procrastination.

Limited Time and Limited Quantity

Groupon is an excellent example of combining the two strategies. All Groupon deals have a time 
constraint and are only available for a limited period.

There is a maximum number of persons who can purchase a Groupon. You can also package 
these scarcity methods on your site. Discounting is another fantastic value-add, particularly for 
eCommerce enterprises.
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The Bandwagon Effect

The Bandwagon Effect
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Humans have an ingrained need to imitate one another, even if we aren’t aware of it; we want to 
belong to tribes and social communities. As a result, when we see our friends doing something, 
we tend to copy them. Showing that other people are partaking in an offer is a fantastic approach 
to make it more valuable.

When possible, mentioning the number of people who have 
purchased is a terrific approach to show how fantastic a deal is

Take a look at this example:

Numbers as Proof.
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Deploy Newsjacking

Deploy Newsjacking
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When something is popular, it generates a 
lot of interest. You can connect offers with 
“what’s hot” in the circumstances like this.

Companies frequently use newsjacking for 
this strategy, and it also works effectively 
for offers.

People couldn’t stop talking about Pinterest 
earlier this year. HubSpot pounced on the 
enthusiasm by publishing How to Use 
Pinterest for Business, the first Pinterest 
guide for business owners and marketers. 

With over 125,000 downloads to date, it 
immediately became one of HubSpot’s 
most popular ebooks. Since it was the first 
and only ebook available on Pinterest, and 
because knowing how to use Pinterest for 
marketing was in high demand, it made the 
offer more distinctive and thus more
enticing — that’s the power of exploiting 
both time and popularity!

12 PINTEREST TEMPLATES FOR 
BUSINESS

Download Now

 Create click-worthy Pins in minutes with
the help of these PowerPoint templates
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Focus on creating catchy headlines and titles

Focus on creating catchy headlines and titles
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Your blog title is critical for generating interest, catching reader attention, and increasing website 
traffic. Is there any pressure to make it stand out?

The following is a hard fact regarding blogs. Only 20% of individuals will really read the article after 
reading the title. 

What does this tell you?

It is true that people judge a book by its cover; if your offer is a piece of information, such as a 
whitepaper, ebook, or presentation, generate an exceptional title.

Here are several ways you can create catchy titles:

CREATE A SENSE OF URGENCY OR IMPORTANCE

Stop Missing Out on Readers With These Tips!

USE HOW TO'S (OR HOW NOT TO'S)

How to Speak in Public... Even if You Hate Public Speaking

# OF WAYS:

Top 10 Ways to Improve Click-Through Rates

BE QUIRKY

USE STRONG LANGUAGE:

Killer Tips for Starting a Blog
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Create Offers for Various Buying 

Create Offers for Various Buying Stages

Problem/Need Recognition

Information Search

Evaluation of Alternatives

Purchase Decision

Post-Purchase Behavior
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“Contact Us” is the most typical offer I notice 
on most websites. Sure, you’d like every one 
of your prospects to speak with sales, but not 
everyone is ready. As you may know, Buyers 
are more likely to conduct their research before 
speaking with a sales representative.

Each prospective client is at a different stage 
of development. Some people may require
additional education. As a result, creating
various offers for distinct buying cycles is 
critical.

A prospect at the beginning of the buying cycle 
may be more interested in an educational piece 
such as a guide or ebook, whereas someone at 
the end of the process may want a free trial or 
demo.

Create offers for each step, and include a 
primary and secondary CTA on various pages 
around your site to these offers.

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Stage 5
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Content offers and lead magnets

Content offers and lead magnets
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The possibilities for creating offers are limitless. It all depends on your business 
and your target audience’s preferences. Here are a few of the most popular:

Webinars are hosted and delivered online events, video presentations, workshops, seminars, 
training sessions, or classroom lectures. Following the Covid-19 outbreak, they became 
increasingly more popular.

1. Webinars
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Content offers and lead magnets
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Ebooks are traditional books’ digital cousins. This content style is typically lengthy and in-depth, 
delving into concepts, tales, and instances related to a topic. In the 2010s, ebooks were viral, and 
they continue to be a valuable asset for capturing leads today.

2. Ebooks

Instagram for Business Customer Service
Metrics Calculator

 80 million users and over 400 With
 million posts per day, Instagram has

 become an essential element of social
media marketing for business

Ebook Ebook

 Easily determine your business›s key
 metrics and KPIs for customer support,

 service, and success with this free
calculator template
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Content offers and lead magnets
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This is a visual representation of data and information. It’s fantastic for learning purposes. In the 
virtual world, interactive versions of infographics draw greater attention and even enable data 
collection.

3. Infographics
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Content offers and lead magnets
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They can be in the form of a document, spreadsheet, or slide. This offer can bring in a lot of leads 
if there is anything complex or repetitious that you can help your audience execute correctly or 
quickly.

4. Templates

Infographic Templates 6 Blog Post Templates

 Infographics are a powerful tool for
 capturing the attention of your target
 audiences. In fact, businesses that

publish infographics grow the

 Let›s face it -- blogging can be
 daunting. Staring at a blank, white

 screen can be incredibly debilitating,
especially when you’re starting

TemplateTemplate
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Content offers and lead magnets
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This offer is ideal for innovative, complex, or pricey products. Buyers will be able to experience the 
goods or services without fear before deciding whether or not to purchase them.

5. Free trials
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Content offers and lead magnets
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Various communities provide networking and access to protected information, including forums, 
Facebook groups, LinkedIn groups, and Slack channels. If your business has one, you can use it to 
entice new customers.

6. Closed communities
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Make your offer more visible

Make your offer more visible
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Start marketing the deal once you’ve made it. Ensure visibility on all channels that your target 
audience uses. There are two ways to do it:

   1. More surface area, less depth
   2. Less volume, more depth

You can choose to broadcast the news around the internet, boost your lead generation service and 
allow different routes to access your information, or construct a more tangible narrative, such as a 
success case.

In practice, it might look like this:

Digital channel mastery is now practically required for all types of enterprises. A website that 
guides visitors through your experience might serve as an excellent landing page. Connect some 
of your lead-gen offerings throughout the pages. This will help you increase the value of what 
you’ve been talking about.

   Website Pages

Several companies feature a resources tab on their 
website’s navigation. It’s an excellent location for 
listing ebooks, webinars, templates, and courses.
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Make your offer more visible
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The list is endless: Facebook, LinkedIn, Instagram, Twitter, TikTok, and so on. Millions of people 
use social media sites. If you know your audience prefers one of these platforms, you must also 
develop a strategy to be present on it.

A good example is running and managing ad campaigns across Instagram and Facebook to reach 
more people. By ticking the Instagram option under the ad set’s Placement section in both Ads 
Manager and Power Editor, advertisers can add Instagram ads to Facebook ad campaigns. Doing 
so allows you to reach more individuals with less effort.

   Social Networking
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Make your offer more visible
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If you’ve ever heard the phrase email is dead, put it out of your mind! Or, at the very least, don’t 
take that seriously. Email marketing may be a vital avenue for your organization to attract new 
consumers and cultivate relationships with existing ones, with 3.9 billion users globally.

Promote new lead generation offers via email whenever possible. This is a fantastic strategy for 
reigniting dormant connections. Readers may also distribute your message to coworkers, friends, 
and family if your offer is appealing, further extending your reach.

   Email Marketing
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Make your offer more visible
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PPC is essential because it guarantees that your website will show on top of search engine results 
for the terms you specify.

   Pay-Per-Click (PPC) Advertising
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Make your offer more visible
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Create a successful case study to disseminate your material and demonstrate its usefulness to 
others. You may increase the relevance of your content by showing your audience how they can 
benefit from it and teaching them how to do it themselves.

   Case Study
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Lead Generation›s Mechanisms

Lead Generation’s Mechanisms
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Let’s go over the three components of the lead generation process now that you know how to gen-
erate leads.

A call-to-action is a picture, button, link, or message that encourages website users to take action.

You’ll need to employ a CTA to promote your campaign. A visitor can discover your business 
through one of your marketing channels, such as your website, blog, or social media page.

1. CTAs
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Lead Generation›s Mechanisms
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This is a page where a visitor first lands on your website. While you can use a landing page for 
various purposes, one of the most common is to collect leads via a form.

Your landing page will describe the material, why it’s essential, and how visitors can get it.

Since lead capture is through a form, make sure that you highlight the page section with     
contrasting colors in the rest of the page

Use features like photos, arrows, contrast colors, larger fonts, and bold text to direct your 
reader’s activities

Remove any extraneous information that can divert your reader’s attention away from the call 
to action. You mustn’t include connections to other websites. Use menus, texts, social media 
buttons, and images relevant to your core goal

Some tips for creating a good landing page are:

2. Landing page

https://www.ai-bees.io/


Lead Generation›s Mechanisms
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Forms are hosted on landing pages. They comprise a succession of fields that collect data in ex-
change for a reward.

The type of information your form asks for and how it asks for it can significantly impact how 
many users fill it out. A longer form appears to be more work and is sometimes avoided entirely. 
However, the more fields you require, the higher the quality of the leads you receive. Testing is the 
most excellent approach to figuring out what works best.

3. Forms

First name:

Organization:

Email:

Last name:

Phone:

Form

Name:

Position:

Email:

Institution:

Phone:

Form
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Lead Nurturing

Lead Nurturing
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This is the technique of actively engaging with 
your audience through relevant content and 
pleasurable experiences.

When you don’t know enough about a potential 
buyer (or do, but they don’t seem ready to buy), 
the most significant thing you can do is work on 
your relationship with them.

Here is an example of a Quick Nurturing
Approach:

You can do so through various channels, 
with timely follow-ups and a high level of 
personalization.
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Lead Nurturing

Personalized messages
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Email drips are an excellent way to accomplish this. You can set up an automated procedure to 
send personalized emails based on demographic information or behavioral triggers such as
“reading a blog post about X” or “downloading a spreadsheet about Y.”

It’s critical to constantly track and review your lead nurturing tactics, make improvements, and 
ensure that all the contacts you’ve acquired are getting some attention.

Even currently disqualified leads may do business with you in the future.

You never know if they’ll move jobs or be promoted. And if you maintain a positive relationship 
with them, your brand will come to mind when they require your type of solution.
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Lead the Way with AI bees
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Lead generation has the potential to revolutionize your marketing strategy entirely. Using the 
techniques in this comprehensive guidebook to promote exceptional offers across multichannel 
settings, you may lower your cost-per-lead (CPL) while providing higher-quality prospects to your 
sales team.

These strategies are just the beginning.

To improve lead quality and revenue, continue to tune and test each phase of your inbound lead 
creation process.

We’re here to help if you don’t want to go through it alone. Visit our website to learn more about 
our lead generating services, or book a demo with us.
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